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Intended for local educational administrators and
practitioners, the technical assistance guide addresses student
related and program related connections in providing vocational
programs for handicapped students at the secondary level. Foliowing
an introductory section, section II looks at the structure of

4 vocetional systems by explaining the importance of connections (e.g.,
use of information about skills needed for employment to shape
vocational assessment). Section III describes a vocational system
which incorporates connections between the following components:/)1)
vocational assessment/career counseling, (2) career
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(4) plaCement/wofk experience/followup, (5) work .

experience/followup/placement, (6) placement/employment, (7)

placement/continuing education/vocational traiding, and (8)
employment/vocational training. Connections which were keseftted in
section III are critiqued ill section IV. The final section offers
general guidelines that local education agency personnel can use to

, examine the connections in their vocational systems aimed at
'handicapped stufients.-(SW)
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I INTRODUCTION

This technical assistance guide has been prepared to help local

educational administrators and pt:actitioners in examining a critical aspect

of their vocational programs and practices aimed at handicapped stuqents.

By focusing attention on this aspect, the vocational "connection," we hope

that this guide can lead to improvement of these programs and practices.

This docuMent is one product of SRI International'S Longitudinal

Implementation Study of Pbblic Law 94-142, funded by Special,Education

Programs in the U.S. Department of fducation. This study, conducted

primarily for federal policymakers, is entering its fourth year. It is

built around ongoing case studies of 16 local educdtion agencies (LEAs) with

widely v ing characteristics, in 9 states across the coUntrY.

Two factor prompted the development of/this guide-: -(1) the legal

mandates that r9.iuire equal opportunities for the handfcapped i ocational

education and ocationa) training, and i2).findings from the SRI study.

First, c ent by the :federal government to equal Opportunity for the

handici4ped in preparatipn for employment is_refl4cte'd in four major legat

mandaies:

,/

. Public Law 94-142; the Education for' All Handicapped Children Act:
One intent of Public Law 94,-142 is that the handicapped receive
vocational education. TheAaw's regulations both define vocational,
education and stress that the handicapped should have equal access

,to LEA programs.*

Federal RegistO. Tuesday, August 23, 1977, Part II (Rules and regulations
for amendments'.to Part B, Education for All Handicapped Children Adt of
1975, PL 94-142, Education of handcapped pp, 42474-42518.
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Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973: This section
prohibits discrimination (In the basis of handicap in preschool
through adult programs, including vocational education programs.*

Public Law 94-482, the Voc-ational Education Act Amendments of 1976:
These amendments further promote the accessibility of vocational
education programs to the handicapped by requiring states to spend
at least 10% of their total federal allotment in vocational
education for the handicapped.**

Section 503 of the Rehabilitation.Act V 1973: This section
requires that employers holding sizea61e.contrafts with the federa

government take affirmative action to hire more handicapped .

individuals.***

Second) the following key findings from the "8III implementation study also.

prompted the development of this gilide:

LEA personnel consider secondary-level programming,for the

hal!icapped to be a weak area in general. .

In particular, however, some progress in secondary-level programming
for the handicapped eing made in the area of vocational
educatibn.

This progress is due partly to elhasis on
handicapped students.

spite:of this progress, basic component
arerarely linked systematically.

vocational goal s for

vocational systems..

* 4
,

. .

Federal Register. Wednesday, May 4,1977, Part IV (Rules and regulations
for Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PL 93-112, Nondiscrimination
on basis of handicap), pp. 22676-22702. - A

**
__Federal Reqistett. Mandiky,tictober-3T 1977, Part VI (Rules and

r,egulations for Education'Amendments of 1976, PL 94-482, Vocational
education, state programs and Commissioner's discretioriary programs),
pp. 53822-53891.

X'***
Federal Register. Friday, April 16, 1976, Part I (Rules and regutations
for Section 503, Rehabilftation Act of 1973, PL 93-112, Affirmative
action obligations-of contractors and subcontractors for handicapped
workers), pp. 16147-16155;
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This guide addresses the issues raised by the SRI study and is divided

into four major .sections: .

It
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Structure of Vocational Systems (Section II)
4

Description of.One Vocational SAStem (Section III)

Critique of the Connections iff a Vocational System (Section IV)
c

. Implications for LEA Personnel (Sectio'n V).
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II' STRUCTURE OF VOCATIONAL SYSTEMS

We conceive of a vocational system as having two atpects:

(1) vocational program components and (2) connections _between these

components. The components of,a vocational system are defined as the itages

of the .syst em thrOugh which individual students pass. Examples' of possi6le -

components include vocational assessment, career counseling, prevocational

training, vocational education training, work experience, job placement, job

fellow-up, and employment. Of all the possible kcomponehts, any LEA's

vocational system will probably have only certain ones, Which can be

arranged .in a certain order corresponding to the temporal sequence followed

ty an individual ;student who goes through the .system.

A Connection between two components is defined as the process of

information transfer from One component for ujse by another. For example,

ce6Rtder a 'connection between vocational assessMent and career counseling.

Information about a student's skills in six areas (in the form of a skills

matrix) might be mailed by.the head of a vocational assessment center to 'a

career counselor in a high school. The high school career counselor might

use. this information to help suggest possible carters to a student.

As one can see, in' order to descHbe a connection fully, At is

necessarY to describe the ollowini dimensiow

. The content of the informatioh that is transferred (e.g.,
nformation' about a student' s .ski 11 s i n six areas ) .

. The form of the information transferred (e.g. , skill s matrix).

Who or what pro vi des-the.--inf'ormat4on--(4.1.-f-the-head-of -t-he--

vocational assessment center).

. The means by which the information is transferred (e.g., mail ).

. To whom cir what the infermation is given (e.g., the high -9,hool

career counselor). j

How the infermation is used by the recipient (e.g., to suggest
possible careers for a student).

4
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Two -types of connection are possible in a vocational system. The

f:irst, stuaent-related connections, is\illitstrated by the previous example.

These connectkons involve transferring information about students, so that

they can experience iSrogram,continuity as the information about 'them is" used

in subsequent sta es of the voCational system. The se5ond, program-related

connections, inv ves transferring information to planners fon use in

vocatioitl system development. For example, information about the skills

needed for employment can. be used to shape vocational assessment. The

purpose of. ihis type of conneCtion is to make the program relevant to

real-world -conctitions.
, ,.,

.
AC

It is beyond he scope of this guide to present a modtl of exemplary
.. k

vocational' compon s. In particular, we cannot critique the qual ity of

components, provide ,a,description of exemplary components, or advocate an

\Mealsequencing of components... However, we believe that, regardless of the

number or nature of the components in a vocitional system, it is important

to view critically the connections between them, since both continuity for
t _

studehts, and program relevance are critical for a successfill yocational

system., A
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III DESCRIPTION OF ONE VOCATIONAL SYSTEM

2

, In this section, we present a deailed descriptiOn of the vocational--

system in one LEA to illustrate how specific connections are made between

the various vocational components. This CEA was selected for discussion

becaUse it illustrates both- student-related and program-related connections.*

-1

The vocational system in this 1.IEA is illustrated in Figure 1. The

vocational components are shown by boxes; the connections are illustrated by

the arrows between the boxes and are numbered for ease of discussion. Folio

each connection between two components, we will briefly describe the nature

of the first component and then detail the connection, considering the

'various dimensions of cohnections (e.g., content and fOrm of the'

information, how the information is used) discussed-earlier. -

A. Student-Related Connections

1. Vocational Assessment--Career Counseling

e
In this LEA, all handicapped ninth grade students participate in'a

formal vocattonal assessment at-an assessment denter located in an LEA

school. The assessment, performed by an assessment counselor, tests .

students on attitudes, interests, and living skills. . In additioriork

samples are obtained. On the basis of the results, the assessmen camselor

assembles a document for each child, listing the results of observations,

the strengths and weaknesses determined during the assessment, arid

recommendations concerning both academic and vocational options. This

document, along with the IEP and other relevant infOlrmation, is assembled

into a "special education container" for each student. This is sent by

The description of this LEA is illustrative only, and incorporates both
existing practices and those in the process of being implemented.

6
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inter-office mail to the'district office and then forwarded to the special

education teacher and a vocational rehabilitation counseloratthe school .

where the student will be attending tenth grPde. This information.will be

used later ithe vocational process.to assist these two individuals in

giving students informed career counseling.

F.

/,

2.;ICareer Counseling--Vocational Training

.',

. deer counseling for the handicapped can take place in several ways.
14

r t; each high school operates a Guidance Information Center with a cateer

de 1.opment counselor and a career aide on staff tlhelp students in

explIving careers and making decisions related to vOcational training.

. Students can go through a unit on "The Vocational World," j-Gil includes a

% compUter-assisted job search in their areas of interest: \ nformation franr

Othisexploration. can be given to the high school vocatlpnal rehabilitation

courplor. This counselor also works with tte speciaYeducation teacher and

indivfidual students, interpreting the.vocational assessment results and

.
diseusling both academic and vocational options. Although the final

, decIsion about which vocational option to pursue rests with the special

education teacher, the rehabilitation counselor knows the'requirements of

the i(aMous options and plays an important role in matching the results from

the vocptional and occupational assessments to/rocational training

placements.

$

4

Once the decision is reached to enroll a student in a,vocational class,

the rehabilitation couriselor_transfers information_ abaat the student ta the

vocational training stage, as follows. The counselor first handles the

paperwork'for automatic enrollment of the student into the class; this is

handled through the vocational education office. Second, the rehabilitation

counselor sendt some detailed information about the student to the

vocational teacher via i ter-office mail. This consists of a piece of paper

listing information need d by the vocational teacher, such as the-results of

the vocattonal aseeSsment,, health information, and the like. This

information helPs the vocational teacher adapt instruction to the student.

r
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3. Vocatiónal TrainingPlacement

/4/1The vocational training inthis LE includes prevocational training and
, 1

vocatiooal education training. Prevocational t'raining includes instruction

in areasTich as job application and resume preparation, income tax

preparation, business etiquette, and the like. Vocational education

training includes traditional industrial arts classes (e.g., woodshop, home

economics), as well as specific skiil training in areas such as

housekeeping, food service, cabtatmaking, and the like. Student
. -

information that the vocatibnal teacher received from the rehabilitation

counselomis used to help pinpoint specific areas for'training. Upon
I,

completion of the vocational program, each student receives a certificate,

which lists on the back the skills that have b en mastered. This list is

compiled by each vocational educati n teacher he\veCational education

teicher also meets with the high sch ol vocat abilitation counselor,

who then uses this list (as well as perhaps vocvtional assessment

information) to assemble a checklist of job-readiness skills for each

student. At this point, this checklist is passed on to a district placement

counselor, who is reiponsible for placeMent of students into work-experience

stations. The checklist,.a single sheet of p er, is easily passed from the
.,

rehabilitation counselor to the placement coun elor, since these counselors

share an office and meet once a week._ The information on the checklist will

then influence decisions on work-expertence placement.

4. Placement--Work Experience/Follow-Up

The duties of-the district placeMent counselor include finding'

appropriate job placements (work experipnct) for handicapped students. 'This

counselor uses mainly informal networking "to discover job placements in the

local community. Job placement decisions are based oh student skills and

interests as determined by the .vocational assessment and career counseling,

as well as by the student skill checklist received from the vocational

. rehabilitation counselor. Before a student is sent to a job site, the

9
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. placement colinselor synthesizes this information and conveys it to the

potential employer in a meeting to help the employer make a final decision

zbout the student. This infOrmation also helps employers deal with students

once on the job. (

ay.

5. Wojk Experience/FolloW-Up--Placement

Typicall students goo work for an'employer during high school with

the 'goal of being hired full-time by ihat employer following graduation.

The work-experience program recently has been expanded, and now incTudes 16

new on7the-job training stations in areas such as home.improvement end

repair hotel/motel,services, and musical instrument repair. The district

..;placem t counselor is responsible for job follw-up is well as placement.

Follow-up involves on-site visits, conducted as often as necessary. Notes
'

aboI ut the student obtained from these viSits are used by the placement

.cpunselor to help. piaCe students.after graduation, either in the same job as

their wOrk experience or' in other jobs.

6. Placement--Employmeht,

The placemerit counselor is also iesponsible for placing handicapped

students in postsecondary employment. As described earlier, this counselor

rooks for appropriate jobs in the comalunity. Job pTacement decisions are

based on the follow-up information on performance in wprk experience, as

well as on information about students, such as information on skills and

interests, received from previous stages in the system. This information

may be shared in meetings with 'potential employers, where it can help

employers decide whether to hire the students, as well as help them deal

with the students onct hired.

7. Placement--Continuing Educati /Vocational Training

The placement counselor's duties,also include the placement of

handicapped students into continuing education or vocational training4 As

with job plecements, this counselor investigates opportunities in the

10
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coMmunity; for example, she has information on course requirements tb'assist

mildlY handicapped students wishing to continue their education at community

cojleges or postsecondary job training. Decisions about postsecondary

options are based on follow-Up information from work,experience,'as well as

on other pertinent information from earlier stages in the system, such as

vocational assessment. This informationtcan be shared in meetings with

representatives from the potential placements, to help them decide whether

to accept the students or to help them deal with the students once accepted.

B. Program-Related Connection

8. Employment_,LVpçati Tal Training

Vocational classes and curricula are guided by community employment

opportunities in several ways. First, the job marketshas influenced the

establishment of vocational classes. For example, when new classes were

being planned last year, the special education department conducted a job

market analysis. Vocational education teachers and district administrators

interviewed professionals in the labor force to determine the types of jobs

available in the community.. This Aformation was summarized during

administrative meetings and given, via informal discussions, to the

vocational educatia'pianners. Vocational clasps were then set up to train

special education students in the job areas most likely to offer futdre

employment opportunities in the community (e:g., cabinetmaking, home

improvement and'repair, landscape maintenance, and musical instrument

repair). Second, the job market has influepced the skills taught in the

vocational classes. For example, representitives of trade unions have been

\ invited into the vocational classes to determine the relevance of the skills
4.

being'taught to skills needed on the job. These representatives have given

suggestions to the vocational instructors regarding possible curricular

changes. The information received from the local context is updated

regularly, in order to keep th'e classes offered and skills taught relevant

to jobs in the community.



IV CRITIQUE OF THE CONNECTIONS IN A VOCATIONAL SYSTEM

In this section, we will crttique the connections in the vocatIonal
/

system of the LEA described in Section III. In order to critique the
,

connections.in a vocational system, one must ook seParateTY at440q 'gaCh

individ al connection and (2) all the connections as a unit. Below, we look

first a connections individually and then at connections as a unit. In

each sub ection, we present general p'rinciples for critiquing connections

and tRen apply these to the connections in the LEA discussed previously.

A. I ndi v 'dual Connecti ons

It is beyond the scope of our Study to advocate connections with

particular characteristics. For example, we cannot determine whether a

person or a computer is the best conduit of information. 'What works best

depends heavfly on the local context in an individual system. However, it

is possible for LEA administrators and practitioners to examine each

individual connection in their vocational system to see whether the

connection fulfills its purpose (ioe., program continuity or proram

relevance). There are several guiding principles that incryase the

possibility that an individual connection will achieve its purpose:

The information to be trarisferred must be in a form that is easy to
access and transfer. In addition, this informatidn should include
all the information that is relevant to,phe next stage, but not so
much information as to overload the system.

,The means by which information is transferred should be reliable;
that is, no information should be lost in the transfer.

Once the information is transferred, there should be a mechanism for
its systematic use.

In the LEA described in Section III, each individual corinection appears

to achieve its purpose, because each is consistent with the principles just

described. For example, the, student-related connections (Numbers 1-7)

result in the effective transfer of information about students to maintain

program continuity, while the program-related connection (Number 8) ensures

)* 12
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program relevance. In general, the-relevant information in this system is

accessible and transferred reliably in each connection. The information

then'is used in each subsequent stage. For example, the relevant

information from the vocational assessment is systematically transferred to

the' career counseling component for use in the counseling Rrocess.

B. The Connections ds a Unit

It is also necessary to critique a vocational system by looking at the

connections as a unit. There are several general principles that enable the

group of connections to meet.the goals of program continuity and relevance:

. It is important to have as niany connections within the vocational
system as possible.

. Each connection should btkld on preceding ones. 'That is, it is
important that the information transferred early in the system be
used later, in a cumulative manner.

. Consistency across cpnnections, such as consistency in the mode of
information transfer, seems to result in a better functioning

#

system. For expmple, if one person or a number of people in close
proximity to edch other are involved in the information transfer in
many places in the vocational systm, there is less chance for the
loss of information.

. From our work, it appears that it is particularly important to have
program-related connections, such as that between the job world and
vocational training.

In the LEA describedcSection III, the connections as a unit appear

to achieve their general goals. First, adding strength to the system is the

presence of connections betwben many pairs of components. This LEA is also

planning to establish additional connections. For example, there are now

plans to have the job market influence the type of vocational assessment

carried out, to furttler ensure program relevance.

Seco , the connections in this LEA involve the use of information in a .

cumulati e manner. For example, information from vocational assessment is

used not only in career counseliftg- the next component), but also in later

1(



stages, sucb 4s placement into work experience.. LEA personnel report that

the benefit of this type of system is that students experience program

continuity.

Third, this LEA his achieved consistency in the people involved in the

, information transfer. The assessmedt counselor, the school vocational

ehabilitation counselors, and the placement counselor share an offiee, and

information transfer is facilitated by this proximity.

Finally, this LiA has an impbrtant program-related.connection

(Employment--Vocational Training) through which vocational programmi.ng is

planned around community resources. LEA personnel believe thU knowing what

postsecondary community jobs exist for handicapped students allows them to

build their vocational system around these available jobs, and thus to

achieve their basic goal, of.preparing students for specific entry-level jobs.

s,
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V IMPLICATIONS FOR LEA PERSONNEL

,Our overall purpose tn this section is to present general guidelines

that LEA personnel can use to examine the connections in their vocational

systems aimed.oet handicapped students. These guidelines are pased on the

princtples presented in Section IV. We assume '11./t in order to have a

well-coordinated and comprehensive vocational system that is able to achieve

locally determined goals for the handicapped, these key glaidelines must be

considered.

A. Step One: Determine theBasic Structure of Your Vocatiolial System

Determine the Components--Identify the components that are present in

your vocational system. List them in the order corresponding to the

sequence followed by students who go through the system.

Determine the ConnectionsDetermine where connections exist between

components. FOr each connection, note.whether it is student-related or

program-related. In addition, for each connection, note:

. The &Intent of the information that is transferred (e.g., student
work skills, grades).

. Jhe form of the information transferred (e.g., checklist
impressiOns).

. Who or what provides the information (e.g., teacher, computer).
,

. The means by which the information is transferred (e.g.,
conversation, mail, computer line).

. To whom or what the information is given (e.g., counselor).

. How the information is used by the recipient (e.g., to help make a
deci'sion).

15



B. Step TWQ : Critique the Connections in Your Vocational System

Critique the Individual Connections--For each\individual connection.,

consider whether it nmeets its goal of program continuity or relevance. We

cannot advocate connections with particular characteristics because these

characteristics depend on the local context. However, you should address
41p,

the following questions:

Is the information to be transferred in a foryn.that is easy to
access and transfer?

Does the information to be transferred include all relevant
information, but not excessive information?

Is the mode of information transfer reliable?

Once information is transferred, is it used systeTatically?

Critique the Connections as a Unit--Consider whether the connections as

a unit meet the goals of program continuity and relevance. You should

address these specific questions:

Do connections exist wherever possible between components?

. Does each connection build on preceding ones, i.e., is information
_used cumulatively?

.- Is there consistency across connections (e.g., is the mode of
information transfer similar wross connections)?

. Do you halm program-related connections (e.g., between the job world
and vocational training)? N\

Apply Critique to Your Local System--On the basis of those questions to

which you answered "No," you may wish to consider modifying your vocational

system. For example, you might wish to add new connections or change the,

nature of existing connections.

16
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It is import nt to consider the above guidelines in the context'of your

local goals f oviding vocational services to the handicapped, as well as

in the context of the constraints (personnel, funding, and the like) under

which your system must operate. For example, it is important to consider

the relative costs and benefits associated with changing your vocational
0

vstem.

17
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